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AIDE-l{Jl)IOIRE 
on the fixing of the ECSC levies and ou. 
the drawing-up of thf(t operational budget fo~ 1977 
Following the usual praotice, the views or the European Parliament are 
being requested before the Commission takes a decision on the levies and 
the operational budget of the ECSC for the financial year 1977 • 
This aide-memoire forms the basis for the oop.sultation of Parliament.· 
It is divided into the following sections: 
I. Introduction 
II. Analysis or requests sul:mi tted and ·possible resources for the 1977 
financial year 
III. Draft operational budget of the ECSC for 1977. 
The presentation of the document has been changed as follows since last 
year: 
- the material in Chapter I concerning the economic, political and 
financial setting has been dealt with in greater detail, particularly 
as concerns the political guidelines adopted b,y the Commission in 
respect or the coal and steel sectcr,in accordance with the request b,y 
the Parliament set out in point 3 or its Resolution of 18 December 1975; 
- the annexes include fUrther information requested by the Parliament on 
trends in banking activities and the collection of the levies during 
'the current financ~al year, Qr.added by the Commission as regards 
the final execution or the 19'15 budget. 
'•' 
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The detai·•.ed reasons for the Commission proposal concerning tbe 1977 
levies is given in ChapteriiL The Commission now requests 
Parliamen; to approve the proposal that the 0.2~ rate alre~ in 
force shcnld contiD118 to be appl'ied in 1977. 
0 
0 0 
The aide~emoire has also been sent to the ECSC Consultative Committee 
for information. 
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTICti 
This chapter summarizes the factors necessary for apr ... ·eo i..a-Ling the economic, 
political and financial backgroun'd to the draft opere. Li onal '.Judget of the 
ECSC for 1977. 
A. Economic aspects 
1. The economic outlook for 1976 and 1971 
Following the strong phase of expansion at the be&inning of the year and 
the less firm progress noted during the Summer, economic growth lll the 
Community is likely to continue in the coming months at a moderate pace. 
The overall increase in Gross Domestic Product for the year 1976 could 
amount to close on 5% in real terms. For 1977, the provisional forecasts 
derived in particular from the guidelines adopted up to the present in 
economic policy suggest a rate of increase of the order of 4%. Most 
member States should experience a slowing in economic growth over the year 
as a wholee Only the Federal Republic of Germany is likely to eJ~erience 
a rate of advance significantly above the Community averageo 
The expected development in production during 1977 will probably only 
lead to limited improvement in employment; there is stjll surplus 
capacity in most member States and additional capacity created will add 
to the surplus., In all probability, the rate of unemployment i:-, 
the Community could be in the neighbourhood of 4% of the working popul-· 
ation, which amonnts to a less than satisfactory degree of improvement 
for most member States. The number of wholly unemployed in the Communi~y 
is likely to be at least a.s high as in 1975• 
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Intr~C( mmuni ty trade will continue to play its part in unifying the 
markets as in 1976, there will be a considerable increase in 
Cormnunhy internal trade in 1977. In most member States, investment 
by firms will show a limited degree of expansion with marked differences 
between sectors. The level of public investment and domestic housing 
construction should not be very different from the year 1976. Private 
consumption will continue to increase in volume terms, particularly in 
those member States in which the improvement in consumer confidence is 
reflected by a lower propensity to save. 
The future course of inflation will depend essentially on the outcome 
of economic policies and the attitude displayed by unions and employers. 
Short of vigorous action Qy member States, such as has already been 
undertaken in some cases, there are grounds for fearing that, for the 
Community as a whole, consumer prices will continue to increase at an 
over-rapid rate. Present trends could indeed be worsened as a result 
of the effects of the drought on agriculture, the latest currency 
depreciations and world price increases. The underlying rate of 
inflation could not be allowed to continue at this level. It would 
not only place in jeopardy the Community's recovery from economic 
depression, it would also threaten ita economic cohesion and give a 
lasting character to the divergent price and cost trends as between 
member States. 
Continuance of the economic recovery, along with a worsening in the 
terms of trade and the longer term effects of the 1976 drought (such 
as imports of feeding stuffs) will be reflected by a prolongation into 
1977 of the Community's current balance of payments deficit. This is 
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not likely to be less than the1 deficit for the :t"Jre·rious year unless 
import demand in deficit countries diminishes while :rorlrJ.-wide demand 
remains firm. The balance of payments surplus of the OPEC countries 
is likely to increase in 1977, while the deficits of non-petroleum 
exporting developing countries and those of state trading countries will 
tend to reduce. The efforts applied by most member countries to 
reducing their balance of payments deficits will only be able to meet 
with success, therefore, if the remaining countries in the Community 
reduce their surpluses and if non-member industrialised countries, 
notably the u.s.A. and Japan, accept a worsening in their current 
balance of Payments. 
The following tables gives the trend figures for the Community's GDP 
during the period 1974 to 1976. 
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN VOLUME TERMS 
(%variation as oompared with the previous year) 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Fed.Rep. ot Germ~ 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
1974 
3.9 
1.6 
0.6 
3.9 
0.4 
3-4 
4·4 
2.9 
1975 
- o.B 
- 1.0 
- 3.5 
- 2.0 
- 0.5 
-
3.7 
. - 7 .. 7 
- 0.9 
1976 
3 .. 5 
5.0 
6.0 
5.0 
3.5 
4·5 
3.0 
3.5 
~:=~;~,.,.,., __ m_,,.--,~"""""'..,....."""""'.,__..,....,+-_:-:--:-~~ ~-,-:~··1 
~~~'"J:!i""_::-~-;l't.~~(:;l;."'l('~L.!\"";,""'""'..,. ............ ,.,._,.]1t?!M-"'-""""'""''!!Jl_<....,.""""'--~r...,~~~~~-d.l$')).'!\e~AIIIt ~or'.ZJL .. t'1''ft~ '"~~ ,.-,_,-~ ---~l"'_j 
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2. P~·ospects in the coal sector 
As the economic recover,y observed in 1976 is expected to continue, energy 
consumption is likely to increase in 1977 compared with 1976, but it is 
ver,y jifficul t to predict what the rate of increase will be, since it is 
impossible to know at present whether or not the sectors with a high energy 
input will expand to the same extent as the economy as a whole. 
With the increase in the general demand for energy, the demand for coal will 
also be decisively influenced in 1977 by the trend in certain sectors such as 
the steel industr,y and the electricity sector. 
Community steel production will be higher in 1977 than in 1976 simply because 
of the general economic situation, but because it is impossible to forecast 
the effect of additional economic factors peculiar to the steel industr,r it 
is difficult to make reliable estimates .about the expansion of steel 
production. Bearing in mind that the consumption of coal and coke in the 
steel industry is being rationalized, the best that can be expected in 1977 
is a slight increase in the demand for these products. 
In the electricity industr,y, however, the demand for ooal is likely to pick up 
slightly more. ~virtue of the 1evelofeconomic activity the rate of 
increase in total electricity production will probably be close to the normal 
annual rate of about rfo. It can be concluded that, as a result of the 
special aid measures to boost the use of coal in power stations and the great 
drought of 1976 (affecting the generation of electricity in hydro-electric 
power stations), coal will help to increase total electricity production in 
-7-
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1977, though it must not be forgotten that tho pot~1 +; ,_, demawl for cos.1 
is determined to a large extent by the commissioning -'J new m·.c~.ear powo:,J 
stations or other power stations. 
The rate of extraction, pit-head stocks and imports from non·member 
countries will be adequate to cover 1977 requirements, bu.t it is cHfficuJ..+ 
to evaluate the proportion in which these three sources of suppl:i ·;a will 
be used. Coal imports from outside the Communi i;y will yrclbably 1H? illUC1 : 
the same in 1977 as in 1976; this would mean that increases in demand 
could be satisfied by Community coal. However, the internal arrange il!':t1t. 
made by the firms will determine whether and to what extent it is sto~o..:.L 
or extraction which will be called on. Lengthy e;rperience leads one to 
suppose that the rate of extraction will remain sta'!Jle and that erl.ra 
demand will be covered by stock lifting. 
All in all, it can be asSQmed that the Community coal market will not 
differ appreciably in 1977 from 1976. Coneequently 1 at best total 
production in 1977 could be between 250 and 255 million extracted tonnes 
compared with 257 million tonnes in 1975 and 250 million tonnes ( estimat-t) 
in 1976. 
As regards the financial situation of the undertakings, the coal 
industry is at present running into liquidi t,y problems. I.arge stocks 
are blocking liquid assets worth 2 000 million EUA and are affecting 
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the implementation of investment programmes. Even a small reduction 
in stocks could improve matters. The high cost of bank loans are 
having an unfavourable effect on costs. 
As regards revenue, a certain amount of fluctuation must be expected 
in 1977. Production costs will certainly continue to go up but it is 
uncertain whether these increases in costs can be offset by price rises. 
The trend in oil prices and world coking coal prices will determine 
whether the market can absorb price increases in 1977 without sales 
being affected. There are signs that prices might be raised, and if 
the increase in production costs cannot be fully offset by price rises 
more state aid will be needed for the long-term maintenance of production 
capacities in the Community. 
3. Prospects in the steel sector 
In the first five months of 1976 the general economic recovery, the 
first signs of which were seen in the.Member States of the Community 
in autamn 1975, has clearly consolidated and in fact in a number of 
Member States a fresh injection of confidence has resulted in a 
speeding~p of the increase in the level of demand and production. 
However, so far the recover,y in the Community has been limited to a 
large extent to the sectors producing semi-finished products and 
consumer goods while activity in the capital goods industries and in 
the field of exports, although starting to piok up, is still sluggish 
in most of the Member States. 
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The recover,y in the Community steel industr,y which began around 
October 1975 continued in the first quarter of 1976. ~e new orders 
for ordinar,y steel received by the industr,y in the first quarter show 
an increase of almost 31% over the orders recorded when the crisis was 
at ita worst, i.e., in the third quarter of 1975. Despite this big 
increase, the new orders received in the first quarter of 1976 are 
still markedly lower (by about 13%) than· at the end of 1973 and during 
the first months of 1974. The main feature of the recover,y in order 
books in winter and spring 1975/1976 is that it was confined solely to 
the Community market, since export orders continued to stagnate a:t the 
low level to which they had fallen in the summer of 1975. As a result 
the orders placed with Community producers by Community users in the 
first quarter of 1976 are about 8% lower that the average level of 
orders recorded in the peak period of the last quarter of 1973 and t}:le 
first six months of 1974. Comparing export orders on the same basisr 
the falling-off was about 40%. 
Monthly crude steel production in the Community broke the 11 million 
tonne barrier in March 1976, having fallen to 10 million tonnes during 
the crisis period in 1975. In the first months of the summer it reached. 
·12 rni.llions tonnes. Production is thus still well helow the record le-
vels (bet;reen 13 a.nd 14 million tonnes per month) of 1974, largely be-
cause of the reduction of 1 to 2 million tonnes per month in net exports 
compared with 1974• It should also be noted that even with a produotio~ 
level of 12 million tonnes the average utilization of capacities in the 
'• 
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Co11UD1: J.i ty will not be much more than 70'fo, compared it is true with 
the -~igure of less than 6rfl, during the last crisis. The reduction 
in the level of production compared with 1974 is more especially 
marked in the BLEU and the Federal Republic of Germany, the countries 
hardest hit by the fall in exports. 
The upward trend has not continued in the second half of 1976. Since 
April the orders received by the Community steel industry have stagnated 
to some extent. . 1 , , 
The prices of rolled products have continued to consolidate on the 
Community market since the end of last year. The rise in listed 
prices continues to be more accentuated for certain products such as 
cold-rolled products, coils and -more recently -hoop and wire rod~ 
Prices have. risen less markedly for concrete reinforcing bars and 
heavy plate. However, the basic prices for deliveries made up to the 
end of the second quarter of 1976 are still below the high levels of 
1974· 
The effect of this increase in prices is to bring returns to the level 
of costs Which have continued to rise since 1974. In general the steel 
industry is now beginning to show a profit, albeit an extremely, motl.'est 
ae, after more than a year of massive losses •. 
There is no appreciable increase in the prices of exports to non-member 
countries. Quotations have remained at the levels of the end of last 
year, the only favourable factor being the stability of the dollar for 
sales made in this currency. In April and )(~ 1976 the only net 
increase in prices obtained by the companies was for sales .of hoop and 
cold-rolled sections. 
l' 
' . 
j• 
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There has been a. marked increase in imports in rt.cen ~· months,. 
Because of the co·.1tinued sluggishness of the world marke·~, exports are 
still about 40% below the peak reached in 1974. 
As regards employment, short-time working in the Community steel 
industry has been considerably reduced, at least in terms of the 
number of workers affected by thiet type of unemployment .. Forecasts 
prepared by the firll'Sfor May 1976 show less than 40 000 workers on 
short-time compared with 107 000 in March 1976 and 223 000 in :9ecember 
1975 .. A further fall ms registered in the third quarter of 1976. How-
ever, some short-time working remains at the end of the quarter in cer~· 
tain sub-sectors, because of the low demand for certain products. Du-
ring the fourth quarter, short-time working may again increase, parti-
cularly in the long products and thick plate sectors. 
In 1976 production of crude steel is expected to be about 134 millio~ 
tonnes compared with 125 million tonnes in 1975. After the rc~ord to-
tal of 156 million tonnes in 1974, the production estimated f.or 1976 
would mean -that only a third of the reduction in 1975 had been made 
good. The initial estimates of the general economto trend point to 
continued economic expansion in 1977. If this turns out to be correct, 
steel production could also continue to increase to around 145 million 
tonnes. This estimate is rather unreliable as the prospects for the 
export of steel products, like those for industrial products, are still ,. 
very difficult to predicto The same applies to investment, on which 
most of the steel production depends. 
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B. The P".:.!.cy context 
The gener ~1 objectives of the ECSC are permanent~ established in Articles 
1 to 5 of the Treaty of Paris. 
As provtded for in Article 46 of the Treaty, the Commission periodically 
leys dO\C•n general objectives for the future development of the ECSC coal 
and steel industries after consulting the various parties concerned, includ-
ing the ECSC Consultative Committee. Although these objectives are in no 
way binding, ·they give general guidance as a basis for decisions which 
affect the future expansion of the production capacities. They also include 
a section on manpower problems in these industries; this explains the bac~ 
ground for the various branches of social policy which come under the High 
Authority /Commission by virtue of the provisions of the Treaty. These ob-
jectives also depict the special economic environment within which the 
Community pursues its task of financing ECSC investments. This ir1.formation 
is further supplemented by two yearly reports published by the ECSC, one on 
the results of the investment survey in the Community coal and steel indus-
tries and the other a financial report on the borrowing and lending activities 
of the ECSC. The Commission has also at Parliament's request sent it a report 
on the borrowing and lending policy of the Communities, in ~larch 1976 .. 
'['he rem'lrks which follow are not intended to summarize or to replace "!;he 
policy guidelines referred to above. They will be confined rather to ·cer-
tain key points or recent events that the Commission feels should be high-
lighted as being of relevance to the draft operational budget of the ECSC 
for 1977. These remarks therefore deal with the industries, the social po---
licies of the ECSC and the financial activities of the current year. Some 
comments are also added on the operational budget and related procedures. 
I 
' 
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1. Guidelines.£2r coal pqlicy 
It goes without S8i}"ing that the guidelines laid down by t;,e Commission 
for the coal industry come under the Community's energy poliqy. 
In its communication to the Council in January 1976 on the "implementation 
of the energy policy guidelines drawn up by the European Council ut its 
meeting in Rome on 1 and 2 December 1975", the Commission set out general 
outlines for further proposals on Community energy policy. It hopecl that 
the Council would hold a discussion in principle on the matter before 
approving the draft resolution, A.l though this hope proved unfounded., ths 
Commission nevertheless considers that the proposals put forward for the 
coal industry at that time are still valid and are still juet as preasingo 
First of all, the Commission feels that the coal-mini~g industry should 
be relieved of pa'!'t of the financial burden involved by reason of the 
increase in stocks heldo This stook-piling is designed to improve 
ela.stici ty of supply in the industry and to help achieve the Community 
objective of maintaining production7 thus increasing Sf.!Cu.rity of S'..lpply .. 
As a very rough estimate, the Commission. feels that a maxilPtun of 
50 million u.a .• should be allocated yeaz"ly from. the Gem~ral Budget towards 
achieving this objective. Because of the uncertainties of the present 
si tu.a.tion the Commisaion has settled for a new token entr;r (Article 322) 
in its draft budget for 1977. 
ll 
Secondly. the Commis::don has propose(! extending the present F':~.:~tem of 
aid f'or • ,k.:.ng coe.l until 1985, so as to include i;he whole of the 
I period c·v-<Jred by the Council resolutjons on objectives fr.r Comrnu.nity energy 
policy r~ td by the Commission's communication on "Mer" ~um-tenn 
guiuelir 'S for coal 1975-85"· The annual contributior. from the ECSC 
budge-t •. o -~his financing operation ~ s currently run~;.£.ng at 6 million u.a. 
ThirdJ.;:r, the Commission inter;is to subni t t() che Council a proposal to 
encourage the use of coal f1•.)!)1 all souroef' in thennal power stations. 
ThiG measure is designed to supplement whe directives adopted by the 
Cou.~.1cil in 1975 on lirdhng the use of natural gas and petroleum 
produc·ts in electricity power stations. The Commission feels that the 
~ppropriations required to encourage the use of coal in electricity 
power stations should also come from outside the ECSC budget. The ECSC 
will also maintain its existing policy under Article 54 of the Treaty 
for the grant of loans to assist investment for the construction of ther-
mal. power stations. 
2. Guidelines for iron and steel policy 
The Commission sketched the broad outlines for Community steel policy 
in years to oome in its recent document entitled "General objectives 
for steel 1980/85". This document shows that steel demand and 
Community steel production will not increase as rapidly over the next 
few years as they have done in previous years. This trend a.ocounts for 
the main problems anticipated in future steel polia,y. 
i 
'l I 
! 
! 
l 
I 
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Whereas :formerly the accent has been placed on the three following objecrtives :-
increase of' production capacity, reduction of production costs c: ... nd improvement 
in product quali·~y, in the future the two last of these ro:l.nts iihich dir~ctly 
relate to the competitivity of -'Ghe indu.sti7. must be taken ., :-iorit".cs" 
The three determinant fact ora for increasing productivity a.:::e : 
- to secure supplies of raw materials on the best possiblt! t- .:-.~ 
- to make full use of any possible scope for rationalization wi Url.n 
the iron and steel industry 
- to strengthen research ef:f'ortq 
As the present supp~.situation for raw materials is somewhat difficult~ it 
falls to the Commission, under 4trticle 54 of the ECsc·Treaty, to do all it can 
to facilitate the carrying out of investment in this fieldo As regards improv-
ing oompetitivity and steel quality 7 only a sustained tech~cal research drive 
can meet these needso The same consideration applies with regard to the 
rationalisation of the steel industry. That is wey t'he Commi sE~:l.on forsees a 
considerable increase in lending activities. 
As to the qualitative improvement of the products anu reduction in cost price 
a sustained development of' technical research could \-JCll meet t;be needs .. 
Technical research must also look into other problems like the ra:Hv,mJ 
reutilization and recycling of raw materials and energy; the d\~velopment of new 
production processes lending to lower-cost production and less harmful ·tn tno 
environment than the traditional methods and, last~, 
'; 
' . ' . . ~ . . 
. ) :. 
--·.·... . .··· :' ... \ .. ,.:· .. /·,·:':-.-:~·=.:.: ~ : 
~~~~-~:.~.· ... ::~'~· .• ~·· ... :~ ~::::.·:_.:~~·:·!.~. ~4.:,~}·;~.·.<~·~!.\:~,·.r.'; .~ .. : .•. ' • . .' 
I._ ·' .. • ... : t , oti 
· ·.: /-.;~.~.~··:,~ ~:::>~;z:~<;.~<i .. ::.:>··.:::·~· .. :~ .. .-~.·i·(;-. :·.· . .-.. :~:· ~ .. ::·: ..... . . 
.. =--... ~-· .----~-- ~- ·-
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the improvement of measuring and analysis techniques, both for quality control 
and for the automation of plants. The Commission ought to make the widest 
possible use of this field of the provisions in Article 55 of the Treaty of 
Paris on the promotion of research. 
In July the Commission adopted the guidelines concerning short-term policy 
in the iron and steel sector that it intends to follow to cope with the 
problem of managing this sector which occurred in the period of economic 
crisis. The aim is to set up machiner,y to help restore proper functioning of 
the market and to allow the undertakings to overcOJP~· their difficulties in 
times of crisis. 
., 
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3• Guidelines for social poligr 
As a general rule, social policy carried out under the Treat::r of I-ari.a is 
not dissimilar. to the policies later developed by the European Economic 
Oommnnitys ECSC aid to reset~lement and retraining thus has aims and 
methods· which largely reappear in the regime o;:' the social :fund,, 
while EOSC redevelopment . aid C.Learly falls under ·~.ne same hee.-i:.tr.-s as 
the regional fund but this ~perates in a broader cont.. ds 
However, legal differences and esoecially the fact that ECfC aid .i.a financ·.~:. 
hy the industries reaul t in a more robust aid system·.· Payr10nt :.f:> 
mandatory , a~ least for worker retraining, t>eoause ot thP. l:.ilataral 
agreements between the Illgb Authori t;r/Commission and the Me .. ''··ar 5tate>s .. 
The redevelopment aid system. lik$wise ensuros +.hat this ·t:.>.id .U . or<}et~ 
jobs which will be reserved primarily f'or workers from the EQ[ ., 
industries. FUrthermore, sinoa 1955, the ECSC h~s pursued P ~oli~v 
of aid for the construction of housing for workerlt' in these :.nth::~' ries .. 
In June 1976, the High Authority/Commission informed the Consul tat:~. 're 
Committee of its position regarding the application of instrument~ ot 
social policy which are available to it under tl"'.l Treaty of Pa.rif'! to 
social aspects of the problems of structural and technological 
unemployment which have arisen :!4S a result or px-esent trends i ?.1 EtJSC 
industries, ps.rtioularl;r the iron and steel industry. It made +.hree 
pointsz 
- The Commission recognizes tbe i'lmdamenta.l importance of makin.g 
comprehensive studies of those regions affected by iron and steel 
problems with a view to defining clearly the specific d.ifficnl tit.~s 
which can be anticipated. This work could 1-:e included with t~1a.t 
of working out regiollal development programmes which the )iem1J~:':' 
States have alre~ began in accordance with the rules goverJing ~h~ 
.. 
' 
-~------ -- -
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regional development fund, as the areas affected b,y structural changes 
in the iron and steel industry are main~'covered b.y the areas eligible 
for aid from the regional fund. The Commission also seeks to promote 
studies under the Treaty of Paris (Article 46), inviting the cooperation 
of Member States indispensable to this end under the procedures stipulated 
in this Art:tcle; · 
the Commission feels that Article 56 of the Treaty of Paris still remains 
a sound instrument permitting it, the Commission, to find the best res-
ponse possible to the problems of structural employment which can be ex-
pected in the ECSC industriesJ 
in view of the structural changes in the iron and steel industry which are 
anticipated in the coming years, the Commission intends to extend its 
activity directed to the financing of investment likely to create emplo.y-
ment - for which it can gra.nt loans at reduced rates of interest within 
the limit of the interest arising from the sums not borrowed- in order to 
take account both of the consequences of rationalizing and modernizing 
these industries and of those of market changes. This will involve hence-
forth app~ing the first paragraph of Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty 
(rationalization) - until now, i~ fact, on~ the second paragraph (changes 
in market conditions) has been applied. 
Last~, it should be recalled that because of the 20 or so iron and steel firms 
situated there, the Community solidarity action adopted b,y the Commission in 
June 1976 following the earthquake which affected the Friuli region in Ita~ 
includes a contribution from the ECSC. In fact, it has decided to grant loans 
at reduced rates up to a maximum amount of 6 million EIJA for rebuilding homes and 5 
million EUA for rebuilding factories. Applications being considered at present 
represent a total of 5 million EUA for housing and 3 million EUA for factory 
investment. 
1: 
' 
.. · 
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4• Bo:t:-rowing and 1endine; operations sinoe 31 Decem.!?e'r 1975 
. . -
f 
The mso financial report No 2'1 swmna.rizea the bon'owing :.t..Yld lending 
aotivit7 of the Oommunit7 over the 1975 financial ~-;.~ and pr~;~ents 
a.nal.ytioal and OlDDUlative ata.tiutics. tor the whol.., o.i. ;acoh aohi vi t;r 
since the 'beginning. 
The total amount of borrowings raised in 1975 was 731 mill-• ·· . b~ 
The total amount of loans on lent over the same period tas 
805 million !UAe The total amount of borrowings a.u.d lendi;1ge - incr 
the ver.y beginning thus rose to 2 872 m IDA and 2 908 m E.'UA · ~ 
respectivelY' (including 152 m i!UA ia loe.ns from non.::.'b:):rroweO. ftm._;.s).. ~ 
The total amc:mnt of borrowings outstanding at 31 Deoem'ber J.975 reaohed f 
2 391 m EUA. f 
Daring the 1976 financial year, the financial aotivi tie£!, of the msc 
have continued to develop in order to meet the dem~zd from undertaldngs.~ 
In the first half of the 7ea:r, the total amount flf borrowings raisel.i. 
was 668 m IDA and the amount of loans onlent 766 m ID.!\ . .., Th.e to·.;aJ. 
amcmn• of borrowings outstanding thus slightl7 topped 3 000 m mA 
at 30 June 1976. 
The msc has continued to obtain favourable oondi·~ions on t.tle c.~.~ital 
market. The most significant borrowings, namel;r 75 million US dollars 
over 8 years and ~100 million over 20 years W€1re ra:\sed. on the 
New York market under the mt'st f'avcm.rable ()ortdi tiona so fa:r obtained 
on this market this 7HZ'• 
Two loans have been grmted for investments outsiJ.E) the Ocnt~P:n:ni ty; 
d.esipecl to consolidate the suvnl:v of n.w ma.terieJI3 to tha Oc.imruni t7 
;1reD a.nd 11teel isdulri17, 
Given the deme.ud to be met, E060 fina.noial a.ctiv:i:t·,. urt<r th.J oonl.r.ag 
lliimthi!J oan be expected. to continue at a. tl!drl7 inte;.:o~Jhre leH,J .. 
The table show in .Annex 0 to this memorandum gives 1!'. t•r&a...~·-d~"m ~~-r 
the loans on.lent in th!! first half of the 1976 f.~ .. ~~"'loia.l. Y''~~~o 
~ 
... 
.. 
-t 
r-----· 
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5· The ECSC operational budget 
\·!i thin the r;iven economin ~.d pol:i.tice,l sett in~, which represents mor£ 
an indirect than a determining constraint· in the preparation of the 
budget and the consequent decision to be taken on levy rates, the 
budgetary procedures and the categories of action and financial 
operations to be carried out via the operational budget have, for 
some time, been quit~ firmly established either by the Treaties 
or by practices a-ccepted by the bodies concerned for several years. 
However, in an attempt to codify this practice and to update it to 
take account of the new budgetar,y guidelines already applied to the 
General Budge·~, thA CommiRsion Ailopted on 2 A11tru.st 191'6 a number of 
"Internal Rules :for dravting-up and implementation of the ECSC 
operational budget", theret>y bringing -together in a single document 
provisions comparable to those applying to the General Budget. 
During the year the Commission has acted on two recommendations set 
out 1rr fo1nts 6 ann 1 of tne Resolution adopted by the Parliament 
on 18 December 1975 concerning the fixing of the rate of levies 
and the drawing-up of the operational budget for 1976: 
-by virtue of Decision 755/76/EGSC of 31· March 1976 (OJ No L 89 of 
2-April 1~7G), ·the Commission decided to postpone by two months 
the date on which the levy on steel production for the months of 
March-December 1976 is p~able, 
-by Decision No 2239/76/ECSC of 15 September 1976 (OJ No L 252 of 
16 September 1976) the Commission has taken steps to restrict the 
increase in the average values used to calculate levies if a 
falling-off in economic activity points to a coming drop in average 
values in o~:mparison with the values recorded over the reference 
period. 
__.1:--~--- ... --~~~----------
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During 1976/77' the rose finances are having to 'bear unexpected 
social costs in view of the seotoral aid al~ea.dbr referred. to 
above and approved by the Commission for the vi tal. reconstruction 
work following the earthquakes which hit the Friouli regl.one The 
aid is in the form of reduced-rate loans· 
Co FINANCIAL CONTEXT 
As rega.rds the financial backBTound to the preparation of the 1977 
opel"ationa.l budget 1 it ma.,y .te noted that. : 
- the t"lse in p:&. . ioes continues to be an important factor in assessing fore-
or~ntc. Comparing th~ 1976 and 1977. financial 7eal"B 9 it mq be afl-~i.uned. ~ha:t costs will increase by 9 or 1~; 
- in~er~.:~st rates continue to reach a fairly high average level; 
this m:lggssts that despite the Commission's decision to postpone 
the date on which levie~? for the months of Ma:roh-Deoember 1976 
are due, the return qn liquid assets for the current year will ·enable 
,, significant contribution to 'be made to the current resources · 
of the operational budget tor 1977. · 
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Follo~dng Commission Decision No 3289/75/msc of 18 December 1975 
introducing the adoption by the ECSC on the European Unit of 
A~count (EUA), this unit of account, which is based on a basket 
of Community currencies, has been used in all operations under the 
operational budget since 1 January 1976. The implementing 
procedures for the various fields have been approved by the 
Commission and incorporated into the internal budgetar,y rules 
which were adopted on 2 August 1976. 
Whereas there have been no insurmountable problems so far over 
the introduction of the EUA system - under which all debts and 
cle.im3 · and an increasing number of payments incucd 'oy the Community 
have to be expressed in EUA - its introduction has called t·or a 
cpecial learninG effort bpth on the Dart of the Commission's 
administrative departments and -by those payin.J· the lovy or exe-
cutinG ECSO contracts. The Commission is 'pleased that this \'tork 
has been S\Coessfully completed. 
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TL ANALYSIS OF EXPECTED EKPENDITURE AND . POSSIBLE f-t~.QQ~_CES_Ll:!_'J'i{~ 
!INANCIAL YEAR 1977 
Article 49 of the Treaty establishing the European Coe1 and Steel Community 
authorizes the Commission to procure the funds it requi.c8s to ~arry out the 
activities laid down in that Treaty by imposing levies on the production of 
coal and steel. Pursuant to Article 50, these levies are assessed annually 
on the various products according to their "avera'ge value", but the "rate" may 
not exceed 1% unless previously authorized by the Councile 
For the purpose of fixing this rate, it is necessary first to estimate 
finc.ncil'lci !requirements~ ani then' to see ho~·l fex- they can ;;jc met from resources 
otner than tllo levies, in particular interest on investments and on loans 
fina..YJ.ced out of capital resources and also provision cancellations,. In this 
wey, the amount to be covered by the levies can be determined_c 
In e.c1di t~on, 'On the ~~oasis of a prelimi:ao.ry a::wcssr:1ent of the average value of 
various products and given the likely volume o1· output during the year, the 
probable yield from one levy "point", i.e .. , from a rate of 0 .. 1%, i.s 
calculated., This calculation, therefore, hinges on an estimate of output 
which is difficult to make owing to the extreme sensi ti vi ty of the industries 
concerned to any sudden change in business conditions. 
It is ~hen necessary to determine to-vTha.t 6xtent the Community e}lould forego 
fina.ncin,; the entirety of the _reqUiremenisreported- whichcome well a1-:ove 
resources provided by the present rate, or to what extent the rate should · 
be revised upwards or downwards. 
Since 1972, the rate has been fixed at 0.29%. 
the 
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•r.he follo-v;·• n;( presentation of expected expenditure and foreseeable resources has 
~Jccn rea.rrt: ;ged and is modelled on the systematic analysis of the data on the 
different ··udge t headings in the General Budget 7 as shown in Part II of the 
Genera] Irl ·.rod'.:!.ction to the Preliminary Draft General Budget for the 
Financial rear 1977. It contains. a number of mir•or amendments to the 
nomencla:tt re used made necessary by the internal budget rules o As with the 
General JL:iget 7 this presentation lists separately the main features of each 
chapter (1egal basis and description of operation, type and breaJcdown of 
expenditnre? explanation).To -permit a bett·er assessment the explanations ,r;iven 
for non~Gompulsory expenditure (research and interes~ subsidies) are more 
full th~m for the other chaptcrc;,· 
A· EXPECTW EXPENDITURE IN 1917 
1 - ORDINARY ~UIREl,'lE.NTS 
- ...... ,, 
CHAPTER :a 1 - RUNNING COSTS: A:QMIJITSTRATIVE EXPENDITURE 
1. Legal basis and description of operation 
Le gal baai a: 
- Artiole 50 of the rose Treaty. 
- Artiole 20 r£ the Merger Treaty. 
ECSC contribution to the Commission's operating expenditure. 
2. Type and breakdown of expenditure 
Annual lump-sum p~ment made in 12 equal monthly instalments, 
3· Explanation 
The amount of 18 million u.a. (units of account of the General Budget) 
laid down in the Merger Treaty is still applicable. 
CHAPI'ER B 2 - ·~ ~D .. TO :sE;§~ 
1. Legal basis and description of operat.io~ 
Legal basis: 
- Articles 50 and 56 of the ECSC Treaty 
- Bilat.el,al agreements concluded between th'3 High ..~-h,thc!'it3r/CorHl.t:.ss:~.r;n 
and the governments of the Member States., 
The High Authority/Commission provides non-repayable aid towards: 
- the payment of tideover allowances to workers; 
- the p~ent of resettlement allowances to workers; 
- the financing of vocational training for workers having to change their 
employment. 
The grant of the aid is conditional upon payment by the State coroerned if ;;>. 
special contribution of not less than the amount of that aid, unle.ss a:r. 
exception is authorized by the Council, acting by a two-thirds majority. 
2. ,Tne and breakdown of expenditure 
Ea.rrnakirJ.G of funds intended to subsidize, by means. of f.'., 5o% reirn-'J.rse-
rnent, ·expendi tUr>e incurred ~:Y. the governments vrl thin· the scope of the 
a..gree1~nts signed. · 
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The break.' ow.n b;y produot and by oo1mtry of the ex:pendHure estimates made 
"b:v ·the g. ,rernmente is as follows; 
m EUA 
........ --· 
Co1mtry Coal Iron and steel Total per 
ir~m ore country 
~.........--..... ~· 
Federal Republic 
of Germany 5·5 3 8.5 
Belgium 1.5' 1 2e5 
France 1 4·5 5·5 
United Kingdom 3·5 2.5 6 
Other 0.5 2 2.5 
Total per industry 12 13 25 
The social repercussions of the present situation are still difficult to 
predict and it is to be noted that the forward figures are highly unreliable. 
3. Explanation 
The coal industry's foreseeable expenditure is down on 1976, main~ as 
a result of the progress made in rationalizing the industry in the Federal 
Republic of GermaQy. By contrast, foreseeable expenditure in the iron 
and steel industry has risen owing to the gradual rationalization and 
restructuration of the industry. On balance, the level of expected 
expenditure in the two industries is still, therefore, relative~ stable (25 m EUA for 1976 and for 1977), representing a slight fall in real terms 
onoe price inflation is taken into aooount. 
CHAPTER B 3 - AID TO RESEARCH 
1. Legal basis and description o-f, the operatic~ 
Legal basis: Articles 50 and 55 of the ECSC Treaty 
The High Authority/Commission grants non rep~able aid to finance 
technical and economic research relating to the production and inore· >ed use 
of coal and steel and to occupational safety in the coal and steel ird.u.stri(ls. 
2. Type and breakdown of expenditure 
Earmarking of the amounts intended for part subsidies which take the 
form of the rep~ent of a proportion of the actual costs of research 
projects approved by the High Authority/Commission in aocord.ance with 
the procedures provided for in the Treaty; these cover, in particular, 
the consultation of the ECSC Consultative Committee and the receipt of 
the Council's assent.. In most cases the aid granted. amounts to 6\fj, of 
the estimated and justified costs. 
The applications can be broken down as follows: 
m EUA 
Heading Sector Aid requested 
B 3.1 Steel 44·5 
B 3.2 Coal 32 
B 3.3 Social and medical 9·3 
TOTAL 85.8 
_j 
"'r.'tto.lll 
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Steel res€~ 
The geneJ ~1 orientation of technological progress within the Community 
and the measures to be taken to achieve these goals up to the end of 
the preFent decade are contained in the "General Objectives for Steel 
1975-BO''e In outlining the specific strategy to be applied in 
connection with the research programme to be adopted in 1977, it is 
first neoessar,y to examine certain aspects of the current situation 
within the Community's steel industr.y. 
Following the serious drop in demand for steel in 1975 and the consequent 
very low level of utilization of production capacity in the Community, the 
industr.y has devoted considerable efforts - b,y improving efficiency and 
productivity- to minimizing the impact of this recession; these 
operations have demonstrated the vitally important contribution that 
new technology is making and will continue to make towards achieving 
improved manufacturing methods and reductions in production costs. 
Indeed, such measures are essential to ensure the long-term competitivity 
of the industr.y. 
Furthermore, the prevailing economic climate within the industr.y 
continues to exert considerable pressure on the fUnds available for 
research and development. Thus, the contribution being made b,r the 
ECSC to technological progress in the steel sector is of increasing 
importance for the industrial laboratories, the research institutes 
and the universities participating in this collaborative research 
effort. 
i. 
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In addition to the problems resulting from a. low : "vel of' c ~·lJlru.!u. ar.:i 
the weak export markets, a.n examination of the fl'"ti.'"~ :r;>,tte-n of 
development of the steel industr)- indicates th&.t inte ."!;.•').:t·iom .. J. 
competition - alre~ severe - will intensify furthere This 
com.peti tion, which will range from differences in pl'odu.o <· qua.li ty 
and sophistication to straightforward price dif'ferentia~s, will come 
both from the established steel-producing nations ~ from the 
rapidly-expandtng steel iDdustr,y of the·developing world.. Further 
teohnologioal progress and innovation b3' the Communi t;r" s steel 
industr.r will be essential if it is to continue to meet this challeJL69; 
this will be achieved only' if the requisite long-term research and 
development work is underiaken1 the implications for the EOSO 
programme 8.1'8 obvious .. 
One of the most importan;t aspects of the tu.ture developnent of the 
Community's steel industry concerns the raw materials (particularly 
energy) for which the Community's steel producers are heavily dependent 
on external sources of supp~.. These materials not only represent the 
largest single item of cost in steel production (a.pproximatelf 
55 to 6CJI, of total oosts, of which energy represents one half) but 
they are tod~ international commodities subjected to w0rld fluctuations 
in price and demando There are enormous pressures, therefore, to 
utilize raw materials more efficient~ and to have the oa.pa.bili ty of 
substitution, e .. g .. replacing coke by oil or reducing gases in the blast 
f"u:rnace or scra.p by sponge iron in steelmald.ng, as dictated by 
availa.bili ty or eoonomio taotors. While the .. ECSC has aJ.reac:cy- made a. 
signifioa:o:t contribution to teolmologioal developuents in this :field, 
further Comm'!.'mi ty resea:roh will be essential to ensure greater 
tlexi'bilit7 amd econGIJI7 in the ue ot raw materials. 
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To mast ~?ecific needs within the Community's steel industry, priority 
will be g .ven to the following areas of research: 
( 
. 
- energ;: utilization (reduced consumption, improved efficiency and 
flexi bilit;y) ; 
casting (conventional and continuous) and processing of steel (to 
increase productivity and to enhance the quality of semi-finished 
and finished products); 
- properties of steel (particularly weldability, resistance to corrosion 
and wear, to achieve further improvements in service performance 
and thereby extend the "usef'u.l life" of steel structures); 
- utilization of steel (to expand markets and thus demand. This will 
include fUrther support for the development and application of 
steels to exploit available energy resources e.g. off-shore 
structures, steel gas and oil pipelines, etc.); 
- measurement and monitoring (to further advance automation and 
mechanization of production processes in iron- and steelworks); 
- basic research (ranging from i~on- and steelmaking to physical 
metallurgy; essential to provide the necessa.ry background for 
future technological developnent in ferrous metallurgy) • 
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Coal resea.roh 
( 
The ooal researoh requirements Q.e closely based O!J. the C<"llrnuni ty' s 
energy polioy objectives, pa.rtioularly the objective laid dew. by the 
Commission and Council of maintaining the production J "'vel at 250 m t·ce 
per -rear up to 1985· If these produotivit~ and produ.ci:t.on targets 
are to be achieved, research must be stepped up., The t;.,·gt ef'teots 
a.re alreaccy- being felt. 
The teolmical resea.roh targets adopted by the Commission and. ...,._bl:'..ahe6. 
on 30 Ja:nu.a17 1975 (OJ lio C 22, 30 Ja.zm.ar.y 1975) advocated, ~.n 
particular, the grant of a:mmal aid to coal research, totalling :-4'l!'S 
15-20 m EUA, to promote research projects in the extraction a:nd 
upgrading of ooal. · · 
Furthermore, in view of the ilwiequ.ate coking coa.l reserves a.nd ~1.<Jir 
high price, additiona.J. efforts must be made to d'lvelop alternatives, 
such as :foxmed coke. '!'he application of such aJ.·ternative process9s 
will produce favourable resulte :t.rom two 'Viewpointas the upgrading of 
Community coal and its ue') as ooke fQI• ·tb-s i::-on UJd steeJ. industr.r at 
lower oosts. 
Finall:;r, within the framelJOl"k of the energy- policy, ECSC aid must be 
granted to certain projects of a prelimina.:r;r Dnd fund.amental natuM i.u 
· the field of the oo:aversioD of &9lid helm in-~io ~oa:rb<.•m , 
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The applications whioh have alre~ been submitted or notified concern 
the following research projeotsz 
Underground 
Upgrading 
preparatory work 
firedamp, ventilation, atmosphere and 
strata pressure 
winning and working 
general facilities underground 
automation a.nd economics of operations 
coking 
coal preparation 
Conversion into ~ocarbons 
gasification 
coal liquefaction 
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Social and medical researgh 
The social research requirements relate mainly to wor'ld.ng oomi tions! 
sa.tet;r at work, environmental protection and the pro·~:action of workers' 
~eal+.h in the ECSC oountriesa 
The u:a.derta.ld.ngs and thei::r teobnioa.l departments still urge--: ~ly req1.'.ire 
aolutiona to problems arifiiing in th3 .fi"llds list.ad above., ':l.f1e problems 
of prevention are Q.ireotq linked with t~e f11.notioning of t1: · 
enterprises, and require to be re-examined with ea.ch new tech:ol.o~ 
development introduced into the inc1u.strial processes .. 
The redefined. medium-term objectives tor coal and steel res:pective:'.:r~ 
specify that the prevention 8lld pH:l.uotion mus·t be dealt with at all 
stages in 7he developnent of teolmi::;aJ. research. 
~{ne requirements stated above a.re aJ:.,ra.ys pressing and real.. For example, 
it must be realized that in the coal industry the proble~ of measure~ 
against pneumoconiosis is an eve:r-present worr<.r ·to the i ndustr;r in spit~ 
of the undeniable progress made. ifenoe, at thr-· heginn.i.ng of' 1977, the 
Commission intends to start up a. new reBea.roh p:t-ogramme, the :'Fow.·tli 
Health in Mines Programme". 
The outline Mine Safety progrom.me launched P;y the Commiss:l()n will get 
under ~ in 1977. The rate ~t whi~n applications are being received likewis~ 
confirms the steel industr.y's interest in reduoing those sources ot 
pollution for which i+. is responsible a.nd in cleaning up the atmosphere 
at its sites. The medical researoh ~otivities begun under the various 
programmes and covering chronic respirato:cy· diseases, ergonomics and 
rehabilitation azoe oontim:d ~· 
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In a broader context, it should be remembered that, in a very general 
w~, workers have for some time ~ow tended to refuse special p~ents 
for dangerous, unpleasant or arduous work and are insisting, during 
negotiations, on the removal of the danger and of the causes of 
unpleasant and noxious conditions. The Commission must therefore 
encourage research - such as ergonomic research on specific jobs -
which could lead to improvements in working conditions. 
To meet.. the known requirements, the Commission plans to continue with 
the outline programmes alre~ adopted or being prepared and oov~ring 
the following fields: 
prevention and treatment of ohronic respirator,y diseases, 
ergonomics and retraining, 
pollution control in the steel industr,y, 
industrial health in mines, 
mine safety. 
CHAPTER B 4 - AD> IN THE FORM OF INTEREST RATE SU:BSD>IES 
1. Legal basis and description of operation 
Legal basis: Articles 54 (investments) and 56 (redevelopmen~ of the ECSC 
Treaty .Decisions of the High Authority and the Commission 
The ECSC m~ use its resources in own fUnds to provide interest rate 
subsidies on certain types of loans. The amount of the subsidy is 
calculated in EUA on the terms laid down . by the Commission. Currently, 
the calculations are based on an interest rate subsidy of 3% over a 
period of five years. 
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2. !.,ype and breakdown of expendi tU£,! 
( 
Earmarking the sums intended to cover part of the interest due on loans 
made tzy the ECS0 7 in acoord.a.noe with :Lnteres.t rate subs~dy contraote drawn 
up between the Commission and the beneficiaries thereof. 
The details of requests received are as follows: 
in EUA 
. I Title Sector Aids 
requested 
B 4·1 Investments 8.5 
B 4.2 Redevelopment 15 
r.rOTAL 23.5 
3. Explanaj;ion 
Investments 
In the investment field., the chief aim of subsidized interest loans is 
to improve an.d reorganize the otruotu.:re of the industries forming part 
of ·the EOSO. The conditions for receiving interest rate subei.diea rolate 
to the following categoriesl 
environment: expenditure on environmental protection represents 
approximately 15% of the expenditure of the ECSC industries. When 
dealing with this expenditure, the Commission has ~ad to be selective 
in spending the reduced amo1mt available for interest subsidies. Tile 
selection criteria are set out in the Official Journal of 
25 Novem'be·t' 1974; in short, tl-€. au.bsidy is restricted to exceptionally 
high investments on existing installations ~~ to innovator, investments; 
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the elimination of bottlenecks: to date the subsidies in this sector 
have been limited to investmen·i;s likely to remedy the shortage of 
coking coal. The investment survey sets out the inves·tments in coking 
plants, a large proportion of wh.:i:ch could satisfy the interest subsid;r 
criteria. Other shortages of capacity may be considered for subsidy; 
research ~n vocational training centres: the Commission attaches a 
high priority to investment of t~is type, which has a determining 
influence on the future of the ECSO industries. 
RedevelopJ!I_ent 
Subsidized loans are granted for an;y redevelopment whl.ch -will help to maintain 
jobs in those regions affected b,y the running down or closing down of any 
industrial activity coming under the ECSC Treaty. The Commission grants 
these loans to undertakings which absorb coal or steel workers who have become 
n•dundant or which- by means of economically sound activities- main~ain 
·'-he level ,of· P.mployiTlent p~ev.i.ously provided \«ri.tbin in those sectors 1.n the regions 
in question. The unriertakl.ngtconcerne<l benefit :t'rom a reduced interest rate 
to the extent 10hat they undertake to create new' jobs in these regions and 
~nve former workers of the ECSC industries first refUsal of any vacancies. 
·l'he requests for aid in this sector are on the increase, particularly as a 
result of structural changes in the steel industr.y. Work on this 
.:··')structuring can only continue on sob;ially acceptable tenns· i:f' t-he neeeasa:ry 
<<?asures ·are· taken with regard to maintaining jobs for the workers directly 
·~ ffeoted. 
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CHAPrER B - SUBSIDIES BASED ON ARI'ICLE OF THE :EX;SC TREATY 
COKING COAL AND COKE FOR THE Sl'EEL INDUSI'RY 
1. Legal basis and description of operation 
Legal basis: 
- Article 95 of the ECSC Treaty; 
Commission Decision No 287/73/ECSC of 25 July 1973 
(OJ No L 259 of 15 September 1973}. 
The ECSC transfers a contribution to the special fund managed 
by the Commission and set aside for subsidizing the intra-
Community marketing of coking and coal originating in the 
Community and intended for the iron and steel industry. 
In accordance with Decision No 287/73/FJJOO of 15 July 1973, 
the financing of the fund is shared between the Community, 
the Member states and the steel industry. 
2. TYpe and breakdown of expenditure 
Earmarking of a lump sum contribution of 6 m E.JA -b the 
fund, whose total has been fixed at a. maximum of 25.6 m EUA 
for 1977. The subsidies due are determined on the basis of 
the supplied tonnage eligible for aid up to a maximum of 
15 million tonnes per year. 
3. Explanation 
The aim of the special system of aid to coking coal and 
coke, dealt with in De~ision 287/73/Er.SC of 15 July 1973, is 
to help mainta'in production of co'J.l in'tended •to be sup-
plit'd to the Community steel industry's blast furnaces 
and to subsidize the marketing of the coal and the 
coke aanufaotured from it at Prices reflecting those 
on the world market. · 
In this field the Commission felt the need to maintain a 
certain production capacity as well as the requisite 
labour force to man that capacity in the best possible conditions and 
that it would therefore be desirable to have at its disposal a suit-
able ~stem of aid as the proble~ of the Community's production of 
coking coal is of interest to ali the Member Statest particularly since 
there is a considerable trade in coking coal within the Community .. 
Proposals to modify both the level of the subsidies and the ECSC con-
tribution are being examined-, this might lead to a change in require-
ments, either to make up for the effect of applying the EUA to this 
qstem of subsidies, or in order to review and continue the subsid;r 
system which would otherwise end at the end of 1978 .. 
2. REQU!RDIENTS NOT INCilJDED IN THE BIDGEI' - LOANS FOR FINANCING 
SUBSIDIZED HOUSING 
To the requirements for non-repSJ'able finance to 'Qe found from the 
year's resources, should be added a reference to the ECSC's "below-the-
line" intervention which it has been providing since 1956 to finance social 
housing. Forecasts for this programme are included in this aide-memoirs f 
in order to complete the picture of overall ECSC interventions provided 
for Parliament and the Consultative Committee. For the sake of . oonvenienoe 
they have been provided in the same analytical format. as for the require-
ments alre~ described. 
1. Legal basis and descriptions of operation 
w • 
Legal basis:Art.54 and De~isions by the High . .Authority/Commission assigning :f>r use 
on housing programmes the "special reserve•• funded by interest on invest- · 
menta and loans from non-borrowed funds. 
The ECSC intervention takes the form of reduced interest loans, and helps 
to ease the cost of financing housing by combining the funds made available 
by the Community with other nationally provided resources. 
2. '!Ype and breakdown or e:x:;pendi ture 
Grant of long-term 1 fo interest rate loans to the responsible national 
bodies. 
. I. 
l 
... 
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The second phase of the eighth subsidized hew'. ;.ng buiL i..ng 
. programme (1975-78) Wioh·is planned for 1977 ~:·.d 1978 
will require a sum of 30 m EUA spread over t!,~ f·~l.lano"' ~.1 
years 1977 and 1978, depending on funds ava.iiabl:.::.~ 
Allocations to the various interested parti0s •.r·. ~he 
nine countries will be deo:!ded by the Oommi.1=1sio:r~ whsn. the 
round of prior consultations has been completed. 
)., Explanation 
The main reason for proposing to set aside 30 m ·EUA 
the second phase ( 1977-78) as compared with the 25 m EDA 
tor phase one (1975-76) is the increase in oonstruotion 
costs. Also, the requirements put forward far exceed 
the limits of the aid available. 
This project is intended to ·subsidize the following projeotsa 
.... housing for .Ia'bour employed in the new coastal steelworksJ 
steelworks; 
""housing 'linke~ with industrial restruoturation 
in the traditional steel centres and in those ooal 
fields 'Where production is to be increased; 
- speoifio solutions for immigrant workers; 
-housing to be modernized as part of the move to renovate 
steel and mining urban centres. 
This project is therefore in the interests of the workers, 
since it alleviates the effects of prio~ increases and 
high interest rates, and of benefit to the industry sinoe 
it indirectly facilitates restructuration. 
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3.. ~ ':PTIONAL REQ.UIREMEt'lTS - FRIULl 
Th•· reduced interest loans 1 of 11 m EIJA which the Commission decided to 
grant • s the ECSC' s share in Commu..'P'lity aid to the Friuli earthquake victims 
could ell be classified as "below the line" e.xpendi ture, which would not 
figure in the Operational Budget, since these are not non-rep~able grants. 
Nc:vertheless, the Commission, in its concern for clarity ani budgetary 
transparency, has decided to add a special chapter "ru.d to Friuli victims 
(allocation to the reserves)"to the ECSC's budgetary nomen~lature and to 
enter against it the amounisooncerned, i.e. 6 m EIJA in 1976 and 5 m El.lA in 
1977~ 
The financing of the 6 m EUA in 1976 will be covered ~ recourse to 
the budget contingency reserve of 3 m EUA created last year and by 
allocating to the reserves the surplus over a levy yield of 90 m EUA as 
provided in ·the Commission's original budget (see the amending ECSC 
Operational Budget for 1976, at Annex B, below). A similar allocation of 
5 m EUA is needed in the 1977 Operational Budget. 
0 
0 0 
4• SUMMARY OF REQ{JIIUMENTS PUT FORWARD 
Total requirements put forward therefore amount to 163.3 m EIJA to 
be financed under the operational budget, plus 15 m EUA in the form of 
below-the-line loans at low interest rates for the building of subsidized 
housing. The figures for requirements put forward are summarized in 
Annex D, in the "requests" column. · 
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B. POSSIBLE RESOURCES 
1. RmOUROES FOR THE FINANCIAL YEA.R 
CHAPTER R 1 - Cu:R'RENT RESOURCES 
le Legal basis and description 
Legal basisz 
-Articles 49 and 50 of the msc Treaty 
- Decisions No 2/52 and 3/52 of 23 December 1952 
The levies are calculated on the basis of a fixed scale l·:n' to!~ne . 
which is decided each financial year by the High Authm.'i ty/CoilliDission 
and published in the Official Journal. 
Resources from interest on investments and loans from non-borrowed 
funds will be finally deter.m~ned when the Commission closes th~ 
aooounts on 31 December 1973. Pursuant to the decision it adcpted 
on 30 April 1975, the Commission will enter the interes·t available 
from the previous financial year in the budget of the current yearo 
2. Type and breakdown 
Levy resources are claims identified in respect of levies due on 
production in the 1977 financial year and quantified on ·the basis 
of the production declarations made by undertakings. 
Interest will be credited 'in accordance with the ~llocations. dc~:.~;;.f.·~L·. 
by the Commission when it· closes "'the accounts on )1. ·Deocro'be1• 1976. 
' . 
A breakdown of forecast resources - according to tlu.! la.t~a t.; 
estimates - is given below. 
.. 
,,._ 
,0'.-!JIIil!>l"~~ ~ 
Production serving One levy I 
Product as a ba.s'ia for oa.l- "point" 
oulation of the levy 
in million tonnes in mtJ.A • 
......... 
Brown-ooal briquettes and 
~i-ooke 4·4 o .. QS 
,. 
All tJ:Pes of hard coal 216"0 7 .. 56 
Tot~ for ooa.l 7-64 I 
Pig iron other than that 
required for the manufacture 
of ingots 5.8 .0.51 
Steel in ingots 143.0 16.77 
Finished products 102.9 5·77 
Total for steel 23.05 
GRAND TOTAL )0.69 
< 
other Titles 
Titles Heading m !DA 
R 1.2 Interest on investments and 
loans from non-borrowed funds 16 
R.1.3 Fines and inoreased interest 
for del~ in p~ent token entry 
R 1.4 Miscellaneous revenue token entry 
-
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3. Explanation 
The latest estimates of the average values which cerve ae a bas~a 
for calculation of the levies .reveal that the figu:res for the 
1977 financial year which concern the reference peri~d from 
1 July 1975 to 30 June 1976 will be 15% higher in the case of 
coal and 1o-12% lower for steel compared to those for tf:e previous 
financial year. 
It should be noted that there is an appreciable margin of uncertainty 
in these figures, because the departments concerned are not yet in 
possession of all the necessary data and forecasting production in 
the present short-term economic conditionsis very uncertain. 
The amount of revenue from interest is based. on an o.dvarwe esti-
mate of the resources which the Commission will be in a position 
to allocate when it clo~es the acoounts on 31 December 1976. 
CHAPTER R 2 - CANCELLATIONS OF COMMITMENTS WHICH WILL PROBABLY NOT 
BE USED 
1. Legal basis and description 
The allocation' of f.unds e:~.rmarked on the strength of Commission and 
decisions must be confirmed within a reasonable time limit by the 
c'ontracting of legal commitments. 
T"ne Commission 1 a internal rules on the drawing-up and implementation 
of the ECSC operational budget therefore provide that in the event 
(exceptional as it may be) of undue delay at this stage the earmarked 
funds will be cancelled. 
They also provide that onoe all parties have discharged their t.)bliga-
tions under a legal contract, any unused allocation earmarked for 
that i tern will likewise be cancelled. 
.. 
The anw·m:ta thus released become e.m~J.labl ~ fl,ga.in .;,e '!'6$0UXCee for 
the c~ ·rent :inancial year~ 
2" ~cure and breakdown 
Save in the. exceptional oases where decisions on the earmarking of 
fUnds are not followed up within a reasonable period of time by 
legal commitments, any cancellation of earmarked fUnds normally 
indicates complete discharge of the contract, agreed with-the 
contracting part~ concerned. 
The estimate of 6 m EUA shown in this chapter·relates, in essence, to 
cancellations of allocations for resettlement aid. Only a token entry 
would be needed for the other items which could be involved {cancella-
tions of balances remaining in respect of contr~ct·s which have been 
performed in full, delayed legal commitments, etc.). 
3e Explanation 
It is di:f'fio·a.l t to estimate the rate of oanoella.tion arising f:rom 
resettlement programmes as it depends on the negotiations to be 
held with the governments concerned~ The estimated figure of 
6 m EUA takes into account the fact that some major closures will 
be completed in 1977• 
CH.A.PTER R 3 - REVALUA 'DION OF ASSETS AND LIA:BILITIES 
This chapter, under which a "token entr.r" has been entered, wi'll 
bring to account the net effect of the changes in rates of conversion 
during the financial year. 
CHAPTER R 4 - UNUSED RESOURCES FROM THE FINANCIAL lEAR 1976 
This chapter, under which a. "token entr.r'• has been entered, 
will enable any ba.lance rtMining from t,he funds of the 
previous financial year "Go 'be en-tered as n~soaroes tor 'the cmrrent 
financial '3ea:l:o 
.. 
• 
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2. COVERING OF REQUI~1ENTS NOT :ENTERED IN ~U]?GET 
Provision has been made for the following reso~trc'- s -!o cover 
requirements for the construction of subsidized ho1...sing: 
-repayments on earlier loans (7 m EUA); 
- a part of the special reserve and of the former ECSC pension 
:f'und ( 8 m EUA) • 
3. SUMl~I\RY" OF POSSIBLE RESOURCES FOR 1971 
The estimates of resources other than levies amount to 22 m EUA ( inte-
rest available- 16 ~ EUA;cancellations- 6 m EUA)a As the yield 
from levies has been est1mated a~ 30.69 m EOA, the resources 
obtained from levies can be estimated at 89 m EUA on the basis 
of the rates currently applied. Any variation of 0.01% in the 
rate would alter the amount by some 3 m EOA. The estimated 
resources are summarized in Annex D in the seotion on "resources". 
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III. pJtAFT OPERATIONAL :BU:OOET FOR 1977 
A. RM E OF LEVY TO BE ADOPTED 
The ir]onnation set out above and summarized. in Annex D reveals that 
the total requirements to be covered from the resources of the 
financial year amount to 163.3 m EUA, whilst the amount of resources 
available on the basis of the currently-applicable rate of lev.y of 
0.29% would be only 111 m EUA. To meet all requirements in fulla the 
rate of levy would have to be fixed at 0,46 %• 
However, the Commission considers it inadvisable to impose such a 
high rate of levy on the ECSC countries. 
The Commission would, however, draw attention to the fact that· 
funding requests for 1977 exceed the 137 m· EuA. sought for 1976 
by substantially more that . the 1~ which miR"ht be the forese·eable 
price increase between the two y~ars. By_~~ntrast, reauests are up 
by 19 %. Even to maintain 'Ghe real ~lue of the initial operational 
budget for .. l976 would call for a ·rate ·o't C'..Jl-~ •. · 
Nevertheless, the Commission would point out that it has tried in 
its levy policy to maintain stability, to save those subject to the 
payment of levies from the disadvantages of a rate of levy which 
varies every year. Furthermore, in its capacity as High Authority 
of the ECSC, the Commission is obliged to take fully into consi-
deratiol1 of the financial position of the industries who p.-::~.y 
the levy. Being aware of the difficul·ties mentioned above, whicu 
were inherited from the economic crisis, and conscious of the 
psychological effect which an increase in the rate could have at 
a time when activity, especially in the Community's iron and steel 
industry, should be reviving, the Commission has decided not to 
increase the rate and is proposes · that the rate of 0.29% which 
has already been in force since 1972 should be maintained in 1977• 
• 
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The result of this decision is that the operational budget for 1977 
will be subject to exceptionally stringent financial restrictions, 
since the esi;i.ma.ted resources are lower in real terms than those 
available in the budget for the previous fina.uoia.l year, whilst 
the requirements a.re far high'ere 
.· 
The consequences of the application of a'rate of 0.29% in respect 
of satisfying requirements for the fina:a~ial year 1977 are set out 
belowo 
'Be DRAFT :BU'DGET 
The. dra.f~ 'tfl;tdget 4z'a.m by the Commission for. the financial 
~ear 1977 is set out in Annex D. 
Since resources a.re limite.t·.to 111 m EUA 1 it is necessary ~o 
review priorities. 
Among the requirements to be satisfied, three are unavoidable ioe•: 
- the contribution to the "a.dininistra:t-ive expenditure" ·:.. 18 m :EUA 
- the amounts to be a.l11ooated for "aid to l'esettlement" 
estimated at: 25 m EUA 
... "aid to coking ooal"s 6 m EUA 
i.e. 49 m EUA __ .,, .........
Furthermore, priority must be given to the provision of the 
5 m EUA earmarked for intervention to help victims of 
the Friuli disaster. · · 
Consequently the sum of 57 m EUA remains for distribution amongst 
non-oompulsor, expenditure. Taking into account the considerations 
set out above, the Commission proposes to allocate 42 m EUA for 
research and 15 m EOA tor interest rate subsidies. 
I 
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Consequently, despite inflation and the big increase in applications, 
the amounts assigned to these chapters remain as shown in the budget 
for the current financial year. 
I 
The Commission proposes the foilowing allocation within these chapterst 
The sum of 9 m EUA assigned in 1976 has been maintained for sooial and 
medical research, leaving 33 m EUA for technical research, shared equally 
between steel and coal. 
ln!e!e~t-~b~i~i~s- ~12! !U!)z 
The Commission proposes to allot 9 m EUA to redeyelopment operations in view 
ef their growing importance. The ~emaining 6 m EUA will be allocated to 
interest subsidies for investment. 
The breakdown of these funds is shown in Annex c. 
0· 
0 0 
The Commission therefore asks Pa.rlia.man·t to agree tha.t the levy for 
1977 should be set at 0.29,%. 
r • • 
,, 
ANNEX A 
WLEMENT.l\TION OF mE ECSO OPERATIONAL BUDGEI' FOR 1215 . 
I 
This year, for the first time, the Commission is including the final 
figures for the implementation of the budget for the year ended as an 
Annex to the annual aide-mSmoire on the ECSO operational budget., 
Until 1968 the figures for the implementation of the budget for each 
year used to be published in an ECSO communication, the "Genere>,l ~·ta.+.ement 
on the Community's financial position". As this was discontim1.ed on 
the merger of the executives, the Commission thought it appropriate to 
include the final figures for the implementation of last year's budget 
in this year's aide-memoire to provide more budgetary information for 
the bodies concerned, i.e.,the EUropean Parliament and the ECSO 
Consultative Committee. · 
The amending operational budget for 1975, totalling 98 m u.a .. , 1otas 
presented as Annex I to last year's aide-mSmoire (SE0(75)3239 final 
of 29 October 1975) and published in OJ L 295 of 14 November 1975• 
The figures for the implementation of this budget as at 31 December 1975 
are shown in the table below., The final budget total was 99·5 m u.a0 
Oonsequ.ently, requ.irements exceed the estimates of the amending budget 
by 1.5 m u.a. ~cause of the commitments for aid to resettlement which :i:::1 
mandatory expenditure pursuant to Article 56 of the EOSO Treaty. 
This rise would have been offset by miscellaneous resources of 0.6 m u.a. 
and an increase from 11 to 13.5 m u.a. in the cancellation of ~ommitments, 
had levy income not fallen short 2.8 m u.a. {70 m u.a. instead of 
73 m u.a.) because steel·produotion was even lower than :t'oreoast in the 
amending budget. The resulting deficit is 1.5 - 0.6 - 2.5 + 2J3= 1.2 m uea., 
This deficit is to be charged to the budget for the following year 'When 
this is amended {see Annex B). 
' 
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r HlPL!::M!<-:~JTATD:\f J:r ~..E Ec;;'_: OL_c-tiA'E'J~:<i.L Bll'DGET J'<'OR 19'l5 (in m u.a.) 
------ ., . ---· 
______ , 
r----··-·- -·- .... ~------·. BUDG~T( 1) BUDGET( 1) 
REQUIRE:f.'!ENTS FINAL FINAL RESOURCES FIGURES FIGURES FIGURES FIGURES 
OPERATIONS TO BE FINANCED FROM CURRENT l 
RESOURCES (NON- rt~'PAYABLE) CURRENT RESOURCES l 
< 
1 • .Administr::J.ti ve expenditure 18 18 1. Levy yield I 73 70.2 
2. Aid to resettlement 2. Interest on investments and on 
(Art. 56) 26 27·5 loans from non-borrowed funds 14 14 
3. Aid to research (Art. 55) 35 35 3. Miscellaneous token entry 0.[ t steel ~16.3 ~16.3 b coal 13e4 13.4 c~ social 5·3 ( 5·3 
-
. 
4. Aid to coking coal 4~ Cancellation of commitments which 
(Art. 95) 6 6 will not now be implemented 11 13.5 
5· Interest subsidies 5· Unused resources carried over from 
13 13 .the financial year 1974 token entry -
~a) Article 54 - Investment ~ ~ ( 6.4 6. Deficit( 2) 1.2 b) Article 56 - Redevelopment ( 6.6 
98 99·5 98 99·5 
OPERATIONS FINANCED WITH LOA.'IifS FROM ORIGIN OF NON-OORROWED FUNDS 
NON-:OORROWED FUNDS 
6. Social housing 7• Repayments on loans for social 
12-5 12.5 housing 6.4 5.3 
8. Part of the former ECSC Pension 
Fund or of the special reserve 6.1 7.2 
( 1)0J L 295 of 14 November 1975, page 43 (amending budget). 
(2)To be covered in the amending budget for the financial year 1976 • 
., 
FORECAST IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ECSO OPERATIONAL BUDGJm' FOR l;J,76 
The forecast given in the table below shows an illcrease in levies of 
3 m EUA, partly because of a rise in the average value figures for steel 
finally adopted compared with the provisional figures used in the initial 
calculation and part~ because the difference between the old u.a. and 
the new EUA, this difference being somewhat bigger than was allovred foro 
The forecast for the cancellation of commitments also shows a rise of 
1.6 m EUA (3.6 m EUA instead·of 2 m EUA) due main~ to the cancellation 
of conditional commitments for steel research because of delays in the 
negotiation of a oontraot. 
In addition, following the Friuli earthquake disaster, the Commission has 
decided to use the 3 m EUA allocation set aside last year for bud.geta.r.r 
contingencies., 
This brings the budget total from 106 m EUA to 113.6 m.EUA 
(106 + 3 + 1.6 + 3 - 113.6). 
In its amending budget the Commission upheld its decision, as contained 
in the footnote to the initial budget, to assign ~ surplus from the 
levies to reserves. 
This along with the contingency allocation wi'll facilitate in particular 
the financing of aids in the form of loans (11 m EUA) decided on by the 
Commission in June to help Friuli disaster victims. To bring this special 
aid into the budget it therefore added an extra. item for "Aid to Friuli 
victims (allocation to reserves)" to the forecast requirements. 
':rhis will enable the Commission to satisfy the wish of the European Parliament 
which stated in point 5 of its Resolution of 18 December 1975 that it 
"considers it more advisable to use a:ny surplus from the levy y:i.eld in the 
coming year if possible for further expenditure in the social field". 
( 
The detailed estimates of requirements have been amended as follows: 
- a.id to steel research 
- Interest subsidies: 
inves-~ments 
- Aid to Friuli viotims 
(allocation to reserves) 
- Deficit from the previous 
finanoi a.l year 
17.4 m EUA instead of 16 m EUA 
(the additional 1.4 m EUA will 
enable the delS\Y'ed contract Cif 
the previous year to be financed) 
6 m EUA instead of 7 m EUA (this 
reduction will finance the deficit 
from the previous year) 
new chapter to which 6 m EUA allocated 
(see remarks above) 
new chapter to which 1.2 m EUA allocated 
(see Annex A above) 
All the figures in the amending operational budget are shown in the table 
below (page 4) .. 
----·------- -----------------
... ' 
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Inf~rmation r~lating to levie~ 
In its Resolution of 18 December 1975 on the operational budget for 1976, the 
~J~opean Parliament asked the Commission to supplement this aide-m~moire by 
an up-to-date account of production and of the levy yield for the current 
financial year. The latest avai1a~~e information is given belowt 
LeyY· yield [or the period f~om Janua£Y to J1me 1276 (l) 
Production Levy yield 
serving as a 
Products basis for the calculation of 
the levy 
in million tonnes in m EUA 
Bro~oal briquettes and semi-coke 1.9 0.1 
All types of hard coal 97-7 8.6 
Total for coal 8.7 
Pig iron other than that required 
for the manufacture of ingots 2.4 0.8 
Steel ingots 66.0 27 ·5 
Finished products 49.1 9.1 
Total for steel 37.4 
GRAND TOTAL 46.1 ..•. f 
(1) information available 15 October 1976 
• 1,, ,, 
c- AMENDING ECSC OPERATIONAL BUDGET FOR 1916 
\ 
(in m EUA) • 
~-~ ~· ~-~~~-~*-----~----~.-~------~--~~------aM------~--------~~--~----~--~----,-----~~------~------~----------------------~~----------------~--------------~--------.., 
REQUI:.-1ii:i·~::;:.-T:3 
! C?::Ji.:i.T3Cijo3 1'0 :0~ .F'IN.ulClill. FROl•: 
j C t..;:rs:.r-4.'1Jr RE 30u.tt CES (NON· R~:!. YaBLE) I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 .. 
2. 
3. 
Administrative expenditure 
Aid to resettlement (Article 56) 
Aid to research (Article 55) 
(a) steel 
(b) coal 
(c) social 
4a Aid to coking coal (Article 95) 
5~ Interest subsidies 
{a) Investment (Article 54) 
(b) Redevelopment(Article 56) 
6. ,~id to Friuli- victims ( 1 ) \a~lc~ation to reserves) • 
7, Deficit from 1975 financial year 
CFJ:Ri.TIC!TS FIN_.'JTGSD :·:I'I'H LOAN3 FROM 
J:,;c~:-.3C::D.C~D Ft.JND3 
8. Soci~l housing 
ESTHiATES 
initial I ·amended 
18 
25 
42 
,. 
·IJ 
15 
106 
12.5 
(16 
(17 
( 9 
( 1 
( 8 
18 
25 
43.4 
(11.4 
(17 
( 9 
6 
14 
( 6 
( 8 
6 
1.2 
-113.6 
12.5 
RESOURCES 
CURRENT RESOURCES 
1 • Levy yield 
2. Interest on investments 
and on loans from non-
borrowed funds 
3. Miscellaneous 
4• Cancellation of collillli t-
ments which will not now 
be implemented 
5· 
6. 
Unused resources carried 
over from the financial 
year 1975 
l 
Drawing of allocation fori 
budgetary contingencies 
ESTHIATES 
1ni t-iaT- ! amended 
90 
14 
token entry 
2 
token· entry 1 
I 
(1) 
93 
14 
token entry 
3 .. 6 
I 3 
! .. ~· ·-- - J 
106 ! 113.6 t 
ORIGIN DF NON-BOHHO:IED F'lJNW 
7. RepC!.,YTJJents qn loans 
S OC ~al hNlSlTif: 
B. Special reserve and 
of the former ECSC 
for 
part 
6.4 6.4 
L ____ h ··--~-- I ' .. ' f- Pe~~on p,~-- --"-~·--·-· ~The ~·u!'n! uz levy yield over 90 m EUA is allocated to the res"'rves as envisaged in +,hr- initial t; J.ic;et • 
0 ~ f -c~ ;, J.. 
~---"--~ 
.., .. 
·• . .. 
ANNEX C !' 
BREAICOO\iN OF LOANS FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 197_€ 
{in m EUA) 
Federal Nether- United Sector Republic Belgium Denmark France Italy lands Luxembourg Kingdom Ireland Community Germany 
I Coal industry 
- - -
27a95 
- - -
58.83 
-
86.78 
Iron and steel industry 86.95 1.92 
-
42.26 117.42 35 ·49 - 348.36 - 632.40 
--
II Industrial re.development 
- - -
17.24 13.86 
- -
7..19 0.55 38.84 
trn Social housing 4.85 0~17 0.01 0.05- 0.16 1·16 ! 0.92 
-
1.25 0.29 
i 
GRAND TOTAL 91.80 2.84 
-
88.70 131.57 35.66 0.01 414.43 0.71 765.78 -i 
------ -- -
This table has been added at the request of the European Parliament for an up-to-date account of asset and loan activities (see 
point 3 of its Resolution of 18 December 1975 on the fixing of the ECSC levies and on the drawing-up of the operational budget 
for 1976). It supplements the information given in this connection on page 19 of the Aide-memoire • 
.-J 
~ 
I 
~ 
r---- ,_'"''fiTCTIC.: R ~.:TTJB, ~·~ • :~.LI J.-...~ I .. _.._,,_~ -  
r -
Of.i!J_r{) .. 'IC:;..; 1'0 "SY :F'INLFCJ;;D .t''.tWi•t 
C1-..:>Prc1"TI ., '. ·."-· .- -. (''(' D.~ 'Y' 3T ::;'\) U.n ... \..;.\1.'~ 1 _1. __ ,..:.v~.. 1 .tv~~ 1'1 'J...-... ~.Wt'..:-1. _, .LJ.CJ 
1 ~ 
2~ 
). 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
4· 
4.1 
1 4 .. 2 
5& 
6 .. 
Administrative expenditure 
Aid to r~uettlement (Article 56) 
Aid to research (Article 55) 
steel 
coal 
social 
Interest subsidies 
Investment (Article 54) 
Redevelop~en~Article 56) 
Aid to coking coal "'. · ;;:et:J.ll-
urgi C3.1 coke (.\rticle 95) 
Aid to Friuli v~~tims 
(allocation to reserves) 
OPF ... :=?.A·rrc;;s FllL'TCi::D ::ITH LOANS FROM 
NON-"30RHC.;~D ::<'""GlDS 
3oci'll h':'u:-:in: 
...lJ.!W'T ~CSC OPERATI,ONAL BUDGET FOR 1977 Ml.N~ lJ 
(in m EUA) 
AFPLICATI01JS PROPOSALS RESOURCES FROPOSALS 
.. 
I l 
RESOURCES FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 
I I 18 I 18 I 1. Current resources I 
25 I 25 I 1 .1 Levy yield at 0.29% I 89 I i 
85.8 42 1.2 Interest on investments and I j 
on loans from non-borrowed 
(44·5 (16.5 funds .t- 16 ' 
(32 ( 16.5 1.3 Fines and interest levied f 
( 9e3 ( 9 delayed payment token entry 
1.4 Miscellaneous token entry 
23.5 I 15 
2. Cancellation of commitments ( 8.5 ( 6 which will probably not be 
( 15 ( 9 implemented I 6 
3. Rewlua.tion of assets and 
liabilities I token entry 
6 I 6 I 
4· Unused resources carried 
over from the 1976 financial 
5 111~ I year I token entry .. 163.3 I 
ORIGIN OF ~TON-BOR.'lO\GD FUNDS I 111 
5· Repaym<>nts on loans for 
sa.aial' housing I 7 
15 I 15 I 6. -Special reserve and part 
of the former ECSC pension 
.J ' ...S' _j Fund 
--·-----
